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Cartoon wars 3 how to get good units

Edit sharing A collection of useful information about Cartoon Wars 3. There's another bigger wiki here: Cartoon Wars 3Edit CW3 is the third incarnation of the game made by Gamevil. The player controls the tower with a bow and can spawn units from the filling quantity mana. The goal of each game is to defeat the enemy tower on the
other side of the screen. Soldiers move and attack automatically. The player's mission is to use the arc and spawn the pieces at the right time to defeat the enemy tower. In order to advance the player into the game must increase his units and invite new ones. Units can be comic as characters or skills. Since so far (February 2017) there
is no wiki describing all these units (especially skills), this one has been called to be. Updated on 11.1.2018. Gunner mode is now available. 72 new pieces have been added to the game and many new things. There is also an active Discord that you can connect where we have active members who can help with any questions about the
game. We also have a channel for glitches found in the game Invite Link: ☀ Recent ActivityEditive Cartoon Wars 3 Wiki edited by Cloud Asgard Evolves created by JankyDanky New Page: Evolving allows the player to get a higher degree of a certain unit. The unit can be developed after it reaches level 30 and is enhanced by 5....
Summary: Need help? Improvement created by JankyDanky New Page: Improvement is a secondary type of upgrade units or skills. During strengthening, at least one material and a specific quantity of gold or crystals are ... Summary: Need more editing friend points created by JankyDanky New page: Friend points are points a player can
get from friends or vice versa. They may be traded for the benefit of goods. Getting to edit every friend... Summary: This wiki is very empty... Cartoon Wars 3 Wiki edited by DragonDog123 Talk: Q&amp;A new comment fandom user Comment: Ah yes, I would like to know what's inside the reward treasure bag. And how to get items like
evolve necklace 1 cartoon wars 3 wiki edited by FANDOM user Angel created by No0bZaNdrEw1o0o New page: Angel Angels are good supportive units that treat any pieces to them ... they can do some damage (which was shown, but maybe it was changed to ... Added photo: Cartoon Mac 2 edited by No0bZaNdrEw1o0o Summary:
Some changes cuz I was too disturbed by people ... Cartoon Mac 2 edited by No0bZaNdrEw1o0o Summary: Some units that I have to make cuz some people are kinda lazy or ... Photos and videos are a great way to add visuals to your wiki. Find videos about your topic by visiting the Fandom Video Library. Community content is
available CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Gamevil is back with a third installment in his Cartoon Wars series, which is can be used on Android and iOS devices. Cartoon Wars 3 is a strategy tower defense game where you can build your troops to destroy enemy towers, and defend your castle with your arrow launcher, among
others. The units you add to your army can be increased by smoothing them or strengthening them, and you can also come up with stronger symbols, developing and combining existing ones. There are also several game modes, including team battle mode, where you can add your friends. As you may have done before on previous
Cartoon Wars titles, you will be controlling characters who are comparative stick figures well detailed heroes you can control in other related games. But how can you make these symbols really powerful, and how can you effectively defend your castle from enemy forces? The answers are below, our Cartoon Wars 3 strategy guide. 1. The
first, and the simplest trick to optimize your mana battle, you may want to try it so you can make as much of the mana you have. The first thing to do would be to deploy several troops for defensive purposes. Also, let your mana build up to the point where you can upgrade your mana tower. More upgrades to the tower mean faster mana
buildup, as well as increased capacity. This would allow you to deploy troops faster, thus giving you more advantage in battle. Also, this is a particularly useful tip if one of your characters requires a whole lot of mana for you to release. Once you have sent a few soldiers to keep the enemy busy, then you can release your rare character
and expose him/her to the opposition, ending the battle convincingly. 2. So how to keep the opponent busy in the first tip? Yes, we mention keeping the enemy busy in the meantime while waiting for your big gunner to be ready to deploy. It's as simple as using your up and down buttons to properly aim the arrows on your tower hitting the
enemy. 3. Use your summons when you receive 4500 coins or 60 crystals - that is, your common and premium currency - you can use your summons. It does not matter what type of currency you use, because the probability of getting a rare character is relatively the same, regardless of. But do not despair if you can summon a common
character. They still serve a little use of you down the line, as low-mana characters can do, as we described in detail above – distract enemies while upper-class characters build their mana. 4. There is a way to change your core unit One of the changes Gamevil implemented in Cartoon Wars 3 is that you can no longer replace your main
unit (your team leader) with another unit as you're accustomed to. But here is the solution, and it involves a different unit to your team leader. Go to the Kingdom menu and tap a device other than Leader if they have a green check mark over their avatar. When you see the unit information screen, tap the crown icon to assign that unit to
the new guide. Leaders enjoy improved attack and hitting scoring stats, so choose wisely! 5. Use your excess pieces to improve the rarer characters you will be able to access a lot of pieces as you progress into the game, but there will be many for whom you will not need too much battle at some point. These redundant symbols can be
used to improve your better; you can donate them to updates or improvements that may sound similar, but actually different. Updating means only leveling the character, and the improvement adds to their base statistics and makes them much more powerful. When you talk about updates, you can add up to three units to update the target
unit, and duplicate units have a more pronounced effect on the upgrade. 6. More tips on how to increase – About probability factor There are cartoon wars 3 stats called Increase Probability, and you need to keep in mind that before deciding to strengthen the character. If the probability is more than 50 percent, then in all vices go to it. But
how to increase these statistics? The trick here is to use the same unit that can even drive up the probability to the perfect 100 percent. So if you're trying to strengthen a spear with a two-star rarity, you'll need to choose another spear with a two-star rarity to best improve atk (attack) and HP. 7. About connectivity and evolution In addition
to updates and improvements, there are several other ways in which you can improve your units. By combining devices that have been fully upgraded and upgraded, they are converted into a random unit, which is one star higher in terms of rarity. On the other hand, two identical units should be used to improve them. this turns them into
the same character, albeit with a level of rarity, which is also one star above. 8. Equip your units with skill cards solo mission/levels can give skill cards, among other good things, and if you have a few, then equip them with your units. There are different types of skill cards, some of which can improve ATK and others can improve HP. But
before you install a skill card, you must first purchase a skill slot for the unit. 9. Unlock battle slots to add to your maximum units If you want to have a huge army of characters, heroes, units or whatever you want to call them, you will have to unlock battle slots. It will cost you a ton of gold, and while we're talking about it depth a little later
down the line, completing and repeating solo and PvP raids is the best way for you to earn more gold. 10. Remember Elemental System Is an Elemental System for Cartoon Wars 3, and it's on the usual with appropriate icons. The closed fist represents rock, open hand paper and victory paper scissors – just like in real life. You'll see
these characters as ATK items, and when you set up your departments, you'll want to select those whose ATK elements trumpet enemy unit items. This would mean having more scissors element pieces if your opponent has more pieces with a piece of paper, or having more rock element units to fight the opponent with a lot of scissor
pieces. 11. Be careful when using a bow Although the bow may be your best friend in several situations, it's not always a good idea to rely on it. The bow is comfortable if you have many enemy units approaching to cross the line of danger; activate it and it will automatically run the arrows on the target until it is turned off. Use the blue
button to adjust your target, and you will be able to easily take advantage of the bow to protect yourself from enemy forces. However, there is a catch using the arc, despite the obvious factor of convenience. If your units will be caught between the arc approach field and your enemies, the bow will become a distraction. Some believe that it
is best to use the bow in stressful situations, although it will only be the most, but not all the time. 12. How to update your bow even under the above conditions, it is still important to update your bow. You can ensure it's up to speed with the rest of your defense equipping your armory with Arrow Rocket Launcher and Bow Gauge running.
These runes and many others can be purchased by playing solo missions, while runes can also be enhanced if you have two of the same type. Just use a duplicate to improve the already installed, and you're good to go. 13. Replay completed exactly like other tower defense games and RPG, which include computer AI, you can grind
everything you want in this game. If you need more experience to score points up or improve your units, all you have to do is go back to the levels you've already beaten, then beat them again so you can earn the XP you need to improve your units. Grinding is also a great way to get runes and skill cards, so if you want to repeat the level
that has already been completed, then go for it. You may be surprised by the reward you can earn. This is the end of our extended guide to Cartoon Wars 3. We hope you enjoyed this list of tips and tricks, and learned something new to become more successful in this exciting title of Gamevil. Name.
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